## Augmented Operator Advisor Builder

**Essential offer (POI visualization)**

- **AOABS3CZSSXMZZ**
  - To build an unlimited number of projects
  - 1yr licence

**Performance offer (POI visualization & procedures)**

- **AOABM3CZMSXMZZ**
  - To build an unlimited number of projects
  - 1yr licence

## Augmented Operator Advisor Runtime (*)

- **AOARS1CZSSPMZZ**
  - L1: 100 / 0 (***)
  - AOARS2CZSSPMZZ
  - L2: 250 / 0
  - AOARS3CZSSPMZZ
  - L3: unlimited / 0

## Augmented Operator Advisor Runtime Multi-Area (*)

- **AOARM1CZMSPMZZ**
  - L1: 100 / 10
  - AOARM2CZMSPMZZ
  - L2: 250 / 20
  - AOARM3CZMSPMZZ
  - L3: unlimited / unlimited

- **AOARX3CZXSPMZZ**
  - For a project, managing Several machines or production lines

---

* Permanent licence
** 100 / 0 : First number indicates the maximum amount of information on the machine. Second number indicates the maximum amount of procedures
*** in case of the use of variables, an EcoStruxure Operator Terminal Expert builder (HMIPELCZLSPMZZ) and runtime (HMIWTCZLSPMZZ) licence can be used